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APD Cloud solutions are in a rapid development cycle 
by delivering new functionality to customers every two 
weeks.  The new functionality is a result of working 
with our customers to determine their needs and by 
implementing best practices that we see from our 
consulting work.  Updates are immediately available 
for customers to take advantage.  Here is a high-level 
summary of the completed work: 
 
1. Supplier Portal 

Supplier Portal is new to our product portfolio and 
includes supplier self-service profile and key contact 
management, supplier on-boarding, with 
management of forms and documents exchanged 
between buyers and suppliers.  We began rolling 
this into production earlier this year and will 
continue to make enhancements according to 
customer needs. 
  

2. Data Lake and Microsoft Power BI 
APD’s Data Lake is the reporting and analytics 
engine that sits on top of the ProcureForce system.  
With Standard Reports, management can track 
performance of buyers, suppliers and RFQ’s.  Cost 
Reports allow buyers to do side-by-side cost 
comparisons of different RFQ’s, commodities, 
regions of the world, and any other way the user 
would like to slice the data.  Data Lake also provides 
a supplier map to not only determine where your 
tier 1 suppliers are located, but also where your tier 
2 suppliers are located, thus eliminated supplier 
studies when disasters strike the supply chain. 
 
Customers can access the data lake with their own 
BI tools or our integrated Microsoft Power BI 
solution. 

 3. Cost Request 
Management of cost requests have been integrated 
with ProcureForce so now any stakeholder throughout 
the company can request purchasing provide updated 
costing information on a part. All cost requests are 
tracked, historical actions are logged, and the cost 
request becomes part of the price walk history. 
 

4. ProcureForce 
We rewrote the RFQ and Supplier list screens using 
updated technology which will increase performance, 
adds export to excel feature and increased RFQ list sizes 
for viewing.  Buyers can now add comments specific to a 
supplier when doing a selective rebid and buyers are 
copied on all RFQ notifications – can be turned on/off at 
company level.  We also improved screen load time 
when a buyer creates an estimate and added causal 
code and sourcing type to RFQ list screen and financial 
evaluation list screen. 

 

Advanced Purchasing Dynamics will continue making 
enhancements that make impacts for our customers.  If 
you would like to request a demonstration of any of these 
enhancements, please feel free to contact Jon Homrich, 
jhomrich@apurchasingd.com 

 

To view a white paper on APD’s Digital 
Transformation Strategy for Buying Organizations, 
please click here 
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